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ABSTRACT 
We introduce the concept of opposite Littlewood-Richardson sequences. Given 
the partitions a0, a’, . . . , at and the nonnegative integers ml Q ... < m,, that con- 
cept gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existente of a sequence of 
matrices A,,, B,, . . . , B, with invariant partitions a”, (l”‘,), . . . , (l”‘~) such that ai is 
the invariant partition of A,B, . . . Bi for i = 1,. . . , t, and (l”‘]) + ... +(l”‘c) is the 
invariant partition of B,B, . . . B,. We also present an explicit construction of a 
sequence of matrices which realizes a previously given opposite Littlewood- 
Richardson sequence. This result is a generalization of a well-known result of T. Klein 
and J. A. Green on extensions of p-modules. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
J. A. Green and T. Klein (cf. [4, 6, 91) have shown a close connection 
between extensions of p-modules and Littlewood-Richardson sequences [7, 
s]. The result obtained by these authors in the module theory framework has 
the following matrix theoretical interpretation: given a tableau F= 
(a’, al,. . . , a’) of type (a, (m,, . . . , vz,); c) with mi,. . . , m, nonnegative inte- 
gers in decreasing order and a, c partitions of lengths < n, there is a 
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sequence of n x n nonsingular matrices A,, B,, . . . , B, over a local principal 
ideal domain such that 
(1) ur is the invariant partition of A,B, .*. B,, 
(11) (l”r) is the invariant partition of B,, and 
(111) the conjugate of (mi,. , . , m,) is the invariant partition of Bi ... B,, 
if and only if Ysatisfies the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
A matrix theoretical proof of the “if’ part of this result was given in [l] 
and [2], where a sequence of matrices is explicitly given. 
The necessary and sufkient conditions, given above, for the existente of 
a sequence of matrices satisfying (I), (II), and (111) are on tableaux whose 
weight (mi, . . . , m,) is a partition. We are led naturally to the following 
question: what are the conditions on the tableau Y when we consider 
(ml,. . . , m,) to be any sequence of nonnegative integers? We answer this 
question when (m,, . . . , m,) is in increasing order, introducing the opposite 
Littlewood-Richardson rule (Section 2.B). 
The opposite Littlewood-Richardson rule arises in a natura1 way from the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule when we introduce the notions of duaE partition 
(Section 2.A) and dual tableau (Section 2.B). More precisely, Theorem 2.15 
shows that a tableau satisfies the opposite Littlewood-Richardson rule if and 
only if the dual tableau satisfies the Littlewood-Richardson rule. Stil1 in 
Section 2, an algorithm is presented transforming tableaux of a given shape 
and weight into tableaux of the same shape with permuted weight. Theorem 
2.23 then says that the number of tableaux of a given shape and weight is 
equal to the number of tableaux of the same shape with permuted weight. 
In Section 3 we relate dual partitions with the invariant partitions of 
(n - I)th compound matrices (sec also [ll]>. 
In Section 4 we introduce the concept of smatrix realization of a 
tableau, with ST a tableau beginning with the nul1 partition. A simple 
uniqueness property of smatrix realization is given in Theorem 4.2, when 9 
is of type (0, (m,, , . . , m,); (lm]) + ... + (l’“f)). Lemma 4.5 establishes the 
relation between the matrix realizations of a tableau and its dual, which is 
done by (n - I)th compound matrices. In the case that 9- is the unique 
tableau of its type, Theorem 4.7 transforms Sllmatrix realizations of a tableau 
Y into Fr-matrix realizations of the dual tableau of 7 and reciprocally. 
Finally, Alg ori th m 4.8 exhibit an explicit construction of a sequence of 
matrices which PP-realizes a previously given opposite Littlewood- 
Richardson sequence, when YP is the tableau of type (0, Cm,, . . . , m,); (lm]) 
+ --* +(l”l)>, with Cm,, . . . , m,) in increasing order. 
We stress the duality between the Green-Klein problem and that treated 
here. The solution of one is carried over to the other, using the notions of 
(n - I)th compound matrix and dual tableau. 
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2. COMBINATORICS OF DIAGRAMS AND TABLEAUX 
A. Partitions and Dual Partitions 
A partition is a sequence of nonnegative integers, a = ca,, a2,. . . ), al1 
but a finite number of which are zero, such that al > a2 > *** . The number 
lal := a, + a2 + *** is called the weight of a; the maximum value of i for 
which ai > 0 is called the Zength of a and is denoted by Z(a). The partition 
with length (weight) zero is the null partition, denoted by 0. 
The conjugate of a partition a is the partition ú = (úl, &,, . . . ) given by 
á, := #(i: ai > r} (# means cardinahty). 
Given the partitions a = Ca,, a2,. . .) and b = (b,, b,, . . . ), we say that 
a < b if ai < bi for i = 1,2, . . . . furthermore, we define the sum of parti- 
tions by a + b = (a, + b,, a2 + b,, . . . ). 
The set of partitions of length < n, with n E N @JA is the set of positive 
integers), is a commutatiue semigroup with 0 relative to the operation above 
defined. We denote this set by 9,,, and we represent its elements by n-tuples 
of nonnegative integers a = Ca,, a2,. . . , a,). 
Let n E N, and consider the monomorphism i,: Ca,, a2,. . .) + 
Ca,, a p_>“‘> a,) from the semigroup of the partitions of length < n to the 
semigroup ((N,)“, +) (N, is the set of nonnegative integers). We may think 
of ZY,, as the i,-homomorphic image of the set of the partitions of length 
< n. Thus 9” is a subsemigroup of (RAo)“. 
Geometrically we may think of a = Ca,, a2,. . . , a,> ~9, as a sequence 
of rows of “boxes” of lengths a,, a2, . . . , a,, called a Young diagram. For 
example, 
a = (4,2,1,1) = 
F. 
For short, when there is no danger of confusion, we also denote the 
partition a = (al,. . . , ak,O,. ..,O) EJP,, by a = Ca,, . . . , ak). 
Let a E Pk. Sometimes it is convenient to use the notation 
a= (a;“l,a,“‘l,..., ak”), m,>O, l<i<k, 
where a, > *-* > ak > 0, m, + -** +mk = n, and ar1 means that ai ap- 
pears mi times as a part of a, for i = 1,. . . , k. 
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We say that a E .L?‘,, is an elementay partition if there is an m E 11, . . . , n} 
such that a = (1”). 
Every partition a = (al, a2,. . . , a,) E LFn is equal to a sum of elementary 
partitions of length Q n, (l”l) + *.. +(l”t), where (ml,. . . , m,> = G and 
t = a,. (The sum of an empty set of elementary partitions is the nul1 
partition.) 
A partition a EL%‘,, wil1 be called constant if m > 0 exists such that 
a = (m”). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let a = (al,. . . , a,) and b = (b,, . . . , b,) be two n- 
tuples of nonnegative integers. We say that a and b are congruent (we write 
a = b) if an integer m exists such that a, - bi = m for i = 1,. . . , n. 
The relation = is an equivalente relation in (k4,)” compatible with the 
sum operation. 
Given a = (a,, . . . , a,) E (kJ,>” we have 
a=(a,-a, ,..., ar-a, ,..., a,-a,), (2.1) 
where a, = min{a .: 1 < j < n}. We cal1 the n-tuple on the right-hand side of 
(2.1) the canonica farm of a relative to the relation = . i 
Let Yn be the symmetrie group of degree n. Given an n-tuple of 
nonnegative integers Cd,, . . . , d,) and E a permutation of Pn, we write 
(d 1,. . . > d,), := (d,,,,, . . . > d,,,,). 
Observe that two n-tuples of nonnegative integers a and b are congruent 
iff a, and b, are congruent for al1 u E Pn. Moreover, if <T E 9” is such that 
a,, b, E Pn, then a and b are equal iff a, and b, are congruent and 
la,1 = Ib,I. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given an n-tuple a = (al, . . . , a,) of nonnegative inte- 
gers and M > max{aj: 1 < j < n}, we defìne the n-tuple -aM := (M - 
al,..., M - a,), called the M-symmetrie n-tuple of a. 
When M = max(aj: 1 <j < n} we write only -a. Note that -a = - aM 
for al1 M > max{aj: 1 < j < n}, and -a is in the canonical form. So -a is 
the canonical symmettic n-tuple of a. 
The following properties are simple consequences of the definition of 
M-symmetrie n-tuple. 
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PROPERTIES 2.3. Let a = (a,, . . . , a,) ad b = (b,, . . . , b,) be two n- 
tuples of nonnegutive integers, with m, = max{u,: 1 Q j Q n} und m2 = 
max(bj: 1 <j < n}. Let M > m,. Then: 
(1) ;;; u_+ (-Cr,) = (-Cz,> + a = CM”). 
UM = -a + ((M - m,)“). 
(3) a = b iff -u = -b. 
(4) -(-u) is equul to the cunonicul farm of u. 
(5) Forn > 1,onehusu =b,iff -uA = -b,,whereA=ul + ... +u, 
und B = b, + *** +b,. 
(11) Zfk = m, + m2 - 
Q n}, we have: 
max{uj + bj: 1 <j < n} und L > max(uj + bj: 1 <j 
(1) --Cu + b) + (IC”) = -u + (-b). 
(2) -u + (Cm, - k)“) = -(u + b) + b. 
(3) -uL = -Cu + b), + b. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let u = cu,, . . . , u,) und x be two n-tuples of nonneg- 
utive integers. Let M > max{uj: 1 <j < n). Then x is the M-symmetrie 
n-tuple ofu i;ffu + x = x + u = CM”). 
Proof. The proof is obvious. W 
The quotient set (Na)“/- is a commutative group with 0 equal to the 
set of the constant partitions of s@,,, and the symmetrie of [al, denoted by 
-[al, equals [ --al. It is easily seen by Properties 2.3(1x1) that [al + [-al = 
[-al + [UI = 0. 
When we restrict the relation = to the set 9”, the quotient set g,,/ = 
is a subset of (NO)n/ = , since [u] E g,J = iff [u] E (&,)“/ = and u is a 
partition. 
It is clear that 9’J = is a subsemigroup of (Na)“/ = . However, it is not 
a subgroup, since if u E 9,, and [al # 0, we have -u E T,,. 
Let 
i 
1 2 *** n 
op := n n - 1 *** 1 1 
denote the reverse permutation of Yn. 
Let US consider the isomorphism 4: (NO” -+ (&Jn defined by b(u) = uop. 
The &homomorphic image of 9” is the set of n-tuples by increasing order, 
i.e., the op-partitions. 
Given u, b E 9”, the following facts can be easily checked: (i) c$(u,,> = u; 
(ii) u = b iff 4(u) E 4(b); (iii) -u E +(9”>; (iv) C#J(U) = u iff u is constant; 
and (v) +( -u) = - C+(U). Then +(9,,)/ = is precisely the set of the 
symmetrie elements of g,,/ = and conversely. 
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we 
DEFINITION 2.5. Given a partition a = (a,, . . . , a,) ??9,, and M > a,, 
define a; := ( -aMlop ??9’,, called the M-dual partition of a. 
a- 
When M = a, we write only ü. Note that a- = ai for al1 M > a,, and 
is in the canonical form. So a- = ( -ajoP is the canonical dual partition 
ofa. 
Pictorially we have 
a = (3,2,1,1) = 
where -a = (0, 1,2,2> is represented by the shaded region, reading the rows 
from top to bottom, and a- = (2,2,1,0) is also represented by the shaded 
region, but now reading the rows from bottom to top. 
Given a = (a,, . . . , a,) ??9,,, by the properties of the function 4, we 
have 
and 
u-= ( -a)OP = -(Cz,,) (2.2) 
aM = (-%)op = -(%Jnf (2.3) 
for al1 M > a,. 
Let JC(l,..., 
(x1), = 1 if i E J, 
n}. We define the characteristic function XJ of J as 
and (x1), = 0 otherwise. 
Observe that if J c (1, . . . , n} is a nonempty set, then -XJ = x(~.....“)\J, 
+x’) = X(l.-..n)\~P(I), and 4(-x’) = -x”P’I), kth op ~9 
The following is a consequente of Properties 2.3 and the dekkon of the 
function 4. 
PROPERTIES 2.6. Let a, b EP,, ml = Z(ú), and m2 = Z(8). Let M z m, 
and L > m, + m,. Then: 
(1) (1) --[al = Ka-),,1 and -[uop = La-]. 
IBi lal + Ka-), 1 = [a,,l + La-1 = 0. _ = a-+(pM - m,)“). 
(4) Z”= b ijfa-= b-. 
(5) fit- n > 1, a = b iflu,,, = bi,. 
(6) (a-)- equals the canonicul form ofa. 
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(7) (a + bl-= a-+ b-. 
03) a-+(m;) = (a + bl-+ b,,. 
(9) ai = Cu + b)i + b,,. 
(11) lj=J C 11,. *. , n} and N 2 m2 we have 
(1) b = u + xJ implies b; + xoP = ui. 
(2) b = a + xJ implies b-+ x”p(J) = Ü+((m, - m,)“). 
(3) b > u implies u N > bi und, in particulur, a-+((m, - m,)“) > b-. 
As a consequente of Properties 2.3 and (2.3) we have 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let u, x EP”, m = E(á), und M > m. Then the fol- 
lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x is the M-dual partition of u. 
04 xOp is the M-symmetrie n-tuple of u. 
(c) x is the M-symmetrie n-tuple of uOp. 
(d) a + xOp = aOp + x = (M”). 
B. Tableaux und Dual Tubleuux 
A Young tableau is a sequence of partitions 
7= (u’,a’,..., u’), (2.4) 
where the partitions u” = Cu;, ai,. . .) satisfy al < ur’i < ar + 1 for r = 
0, 1,. . . ) t - 1 and al1 i z 1. 
The indexing sets J1, . . . , Jt of the Young tableau (2.4) are the subsets of 
1L2, * * * 1 n} given by 
Jr = {i : ar = ~2~’ + 1). (2.5) 
The Young tableau (2.4) is said to be of type (u, (mi,. . . , m,); c) if u = u”, 
c = af and m, = #Jï for r = 1,. . . , t. The sequence Cm,, . . . , m,> is called 
the weight of 9; 
If JF = Cu”, al, . . . , ui, . . . , a’) is a tableau with indexing sets 
1 1,. . . > Ji> . ' . > J;+l such that ji = 0, we identify 7 with 9’ = 
(uO,u’,..., u i-1 ,u ,..., uf)withindexingsetsJ ,,..., Ji_i,Ji+i ,..., J1.So 
whenever a tableau is considered, we are assuming a tableau with nonempty 
indexing sets. 
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We may represent tableaux by box diagrams as in the following picture: 
9= 
3 l3Bl 1 3 
1 3 w 1 3 2 
.O = (3,2), J1={2,3,4}, 
u2 = (32,13), ]3={1,2,3,4}, 
a3 = (42,22, l), 
which represents 7= (uo, ar, u2, u3), with ur and 1,. displayed above. The 
boxes corresponding to u’ are the blank boxes plus the boxes marked with 
1’s. The boxes representing u2 are the blank boxes, plus the boxes marked 
with 1’s and those with 2’s. And so forth. 
The box diagram defìned by the marked boxes is called the shupe of the 
tableau. 
DEFINITION 2.8. We say that two Young tableaux 7= (uo, ul,. . . , u’) 
and F= (b’, b’, . . . , bf) are congruent (written 9-G F> if u’ = b” for al1 
i = 0, 1, . . . ) t. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let Y= (uo, u’, . . . . ut> ad 9= (b”, b’, . . . . bt) be 
tubleuux. The following conditions ure equivalent: 
Ca) Fund Fare congruent. 
(b) Fund F have the sum indexing sets und uo E b”. 
(c) An integer m exists such thut ui - b’ = (VL”) for i = 0, 1, . . . , t. 
Proof. (b) * (a> and Cc) = (a) are obvious. Let US prove that Ca) * (b) 
and (a) = Cc). Assume that Jl, . . . , Jt and F,, . . . , Ft are the indexing sets of 
F and F respectively. 
Let US fur i E {O, 1,. . . , t - 1). Without loss of generality we may assume 
ui = b” + (mr) for some mi > 0. Then ui+’ = b’ + xld+l + (VL:>. On the 
other hand, we must have ui+ ’ = b” + ’ + (ml+ 1) for some mi+ 1 > 0. [If 
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bi+l = ai+l 
+ (m~+l), we would have b’+’ = b’ + ,yZt+l + (ml) + (min,i), 
which implies m, = mi + 1 = 0.1 We have ui+ ’ = b’ + ,y Fi+ 1 + (mP+ 1) and 
therefore b’ + x Jl+l + (mr) = b’ + XFltl + (mn,,). 
But xFt+l = xIk+ iff F,,, = Ji + 1. Then it must be that Ji + 1 = Fi + I and 
mi+l = mi for i = O,l,. . . , t - 1. This completes the proof of (a) * (b). 
But if mi+1 = mi for i = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1, we have also proved that (a) 3 (c). 
??
The congruente relation on tableaux is an equivalente relation on the set 
of al1 tableaux. A tableau 9= (a’, u’, . . . , af) is said to be in the canonical 
form if uo is in the canonical form. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let 7= (a*, u’, . . . , a’) be a Young tableau of type 
(a,(m,,..., m,); c). Thenfor all M > Z(2), 
is a Young tableau of type (CM, (m,. . . . , ml); a;), with ino!exing sets 
op(Jt ), . . . > op(J,). 
Proof. It is a consequente of Properties 2.6(11X1). 
DEFINITION 2.11. Given a Young tableau 7of type (a, (ml,. . . , m,); c), 
a, c EY~, with indexing sets Ji, . . . , Jt, and M > Z(C), we define the Young 
tableau 7i of type (cM,(m,,..., m,); ai) with indexing sets 
op(Jt 1, . . * 1 op(J,), op E ýn, called the M-dual Young tableau of 9; 
When M = Z(C), we write only 9-, and in this case .F is of type 
(c-, Cm,, . . . , m,); Ü +(k”)), where k = Z(E) - Z(ú). Note that SM E 7 
for al1 M 2 Z(E), and that 9- is in the canonical form. So F- is the 
canonical dual Young tableau of X In particular, if F= (a’, ul,. . . , cz”) then 
y-= ((ay,(&l)- +(k;_,),...,(d- +(k;)@- +(W), 
where ki = Z(át) - Z(Ci) for i = t - 1,. . . , 1,O. 
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Pictorially we have 
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a = (4,3,2,1>> 
c = (7,6,3,2), 
y-= 
3 2 1 
3 2 1 del 2 1 
c-= (5,4, l), 
u-= (3,2,1). 
The indexing sets of 9are Ji = (1,2}, J2 = (1,2,3}, and Js = (1,2,4}, and 
the indexing sets of 7 are op(Js) = {1,3,4}, op(Js) = {2,3,4}, and op(J,) 
= {3,4}. Geometrically we can obtain the tableau 7- by reading the picture 
representing the tableau Yfrom right to left along rows, and from bottom to 
top along columns. 7 is of type Cc-, (3,3,2>; uy). 
PROPERTIES 2.12. Let Sand F be tableaux. Then: 
(a) S=FiffF-=9-. 
(b) (S-)- is equal to the canonical farm 7. 
Proof. It is a simple consequente of the defìnition of dual tableau, 
Properties 2.6, and Proposition 2.9. W 
In the picture above, when we consider (Sm)-, we come back to the 
canonical form of tableau 9: 
In the sequel we discuss tableaux whose weight is a partition or an 
op-partition. 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let J = (ji, . . . , j,} and K = (k,, . . . , IC,} be fìnite 
sets of integers, assuming that j, > *** >jS and k, > ... > k,. Then we 
writeJ<K(orK>J)wheneversamandjj<kifori=l,...,s. 
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Let ] and K be the finite sets of integers defined above, where we are 
assuming that j, < *** <jS and k, < *** < k,. We write J >,, K (or 
K Q, J) whenever s < m and jj > ki for i = 1,. . . , s. 
A Young tableau y(2.4) is said to be a Littlewood-Richardson sequence if 
its indexing sets (2.5) satisfy 
(2.6) 
For short we cal1 such a 7 an LR sequence or an LR tableau. The type of 9 
is the triple (a, b; c) where b = <#J1,. . . , #Jt) (Klein [6] denotes the type by 
Ca, b; c)). The inequalities (2.6) are an equivalent formulation of what is 
usually called the Littlewood-Richardson sequence [7-91. 
DEFINITION 2.14. A Young tableau .7 (2.4) is said to be an opposite 
Littlewood-Richardson sequence if its indexing sets (2.5) satisfy 
For short we cal1 such a 7 an LR,, sequence or an LR,, tableau. The 
type is the triple Ca, hop; c), where b = (#Jt,. . . , #J1). 
THEOREM 2.15. Let 7 be a Young tableau of type (a, b,,; c), a, b, c E 
P,,, with ino!exing sets],, . . . , Jt. Then th e o f 11 owing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) .7is an LR,, tableau. 
(b) op(J,) z .-e 3 op(J,), where op E Pn. 
(c) 7- is an LR tableau with indexing sets op(J,), . . . , op(Jr ). 
Proof. To prove (a) a (b) it is sufficient to show that Ji 2” Jo+ L iff 
op(Ji) < op(Ji+ r) for i = 1, . . . , t. Consider Ji = {j,, . . . , j,y} and Jo + 1 = 
{k l,..., kJ where j, < .** <jS and k, < 1.1 < k,. Then op(~~+,) = {n 
- k, + 1,. .., n - k,, + l]andop(J,) = In -j, + ,..., n -j,Y + 1). Hence 
j, z k, iff n - k, + 1 > n -j, + 1 for r = 1,. . . , s. 










3 1 El 1 2 
The indexing sets of 7 are Jr = {2}, Js = {1,4), and Ja = (1,2,3}; and 
the indexing sets of Y- are op(JJ = I2,3,4), op(J,) = (1,4}, and op(]r) = 
131. 
As usual, we denote by (U U) the transposition that interchanges the 
numbers u and v. 
ALGORITHM 2.17. Suppose we are given a tableau of type (a, (VZ,, m,); c) 
with indexing sets jr,Js. Let a = (~11,. . . , a;t), where rr + ... +r, = n, 
al > *** >~~,andr~>Ofori=l,...,k.Ouralgorithmispresentedasa 
four-step definition. 
Step 1. Let r0 := 0. For i = 1,. . . , k, define 
Pi := (Tg + ... +ri_l + l,...,r, + *** fq}. 
Step 2. For i = 1,. . . , k, define 
di ‘= min{#((J1 \Jz) n 'i>> #(tIz 111) n 'ij)> 
Li := min{L C ( J1 \Jz) 17 Pi : #L = di}, 
Mi := max{M G (Js \Jr) fl Pi : #M = di}. 
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step3. Let Tl,..., rk be any permutations of Pn such that rifu) E Mi, 
for al1 u E Li and i E (1,. . . , k}. For i = 1,. . . , k, define the permutation 
oi equal to the product of the following disjoint transpositions: 
(Ulo) forall u E Li. 
Step 4. Let u := ui *** uk and define 
a rl := a + x1;, 
a r2 := a’l + x1.;, 
We observe that the minimum (maximum) of the set Li (Mi), in step 2, is 
with respect to the order relation given in Definition 2.13. 
THEOREM 2.18. The sequence (a’, a”, arz) generated by Algorithm 2.17 
is a tableau of type Ca, Cm,, ml); c) with indexing sets Ji, 1;. 
Proof. Consider the permutations ui, . . . , a, defined in step 3 of Algo- 
rithm 2.17. These permutations satisfy ai(&) = Mi, ui(Mi) = Li for i = 
1 >***> k, and oi(L,) = L,, gi(M,) = M, for 1 Q i # r < k. As ai(J1 U J2> 
= J, U J2, Mi c J2 \J1, and Li c Ji \J2 for i = 1,. . . , k, it follows uii(J1 n 
J,) =J1 nJz. So ar2 = a + x1; + x1; = a + ~11 + ~12 = c. 
Moreover, for i = 1, . . . . k, J; n Pi = dJz) n Pi = <J1 n J2 n P,) u Li 
U [(Jz n P,> \ (J1 U Mi)]* C onsidering the definition of the sets Li and Mi, 
it follows that (a() + ~‘1; “1) ~9,.~ for i = 1,. . . , k. This means that ar1 E 
9,,. From #Ji = #J2 and #J; = #Ji, we conclude that (a’, a”, arz) is a 
tableau of type (a, Cm,, m,); c) with indexing sets J;, JL. ??
In the sense of Theorem 2.18 we have the following: 
DEFINITION 2.19. The tableau generated by Algorithm 2.17 is called the 
op-tableau of Y(written SOP), where op E Pz. 
Observe that the permutation defìned in step 4 of Algorithm 2.17 satisfies 
u2 = id, since u u = u, u, for al1 1 < r # s < k. So we have proved: r 9 
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PROPOSITION 2.20. Let Yand 9 be tableaux of weight Cm,, mz). Then: 
(a) (yp)op = Z 
(b) 9-= F iflF’p = Fr. 
We come, now, to the conclusion: 
THEOREM 2.21. The number of tableaux of type (a, (m,, mz); c) and 
Ca, Cm,, m,); c) is the same. 
Let .F be a tableau of type (a, Cm,, . . . , m,); c), with indexicing sets 
1 r, . . . , Jt. Let US fix i in {l, . . . , t - l} and define the tableau %:= 
(ai- 1 , a”, ai”) of type Ca”-‘, (mi, mi+,); a”+l), with indexing sets Ji, Ji+r. 
Then, by Theorem 2.18, if JI, JI+ I are the sets generated in step 4 of 
Algorithm 2.17 defined by Z, it is clear that F = 
(a’, . . . , aiml, b’, ai+‘, . . . , a”), with b’ = ai-’ + XJ :, is a tableau of type 
(a, cm,, . . . , mi-1, mi+l, mi, mi+2,. . . , m,); c), whose indexing sets are 
.l 1,...,Jj-1,Jtl,JI+1,Ji+z,...,Jt. 
Now, the following definition arises naturally: 
DEFINITION 2.22. Given a tableau 9= (a’, al, . . . , a”) and i in (1,. . . , t 
- l), we say that y = (a’, . . . , aiP1, b’, ai+l,. . . , a’) is the (i i + l)-tableau 
of Fif (ai-l, b’, ai”) is the op-tableau of ca”-‘, ai, ai+‘). 
9” is denoted by9” i+ ‘). (We use the convention that the id-tableau of 7 
equals S;> 
Obviously, if E is any transposition of successive numbers in {l, . . . , t), 
then (?)& = 9; 
Now consider a sequence .sr, . . . , q of transpositions of successive num- 
bers in (1,. . . , t}, and define inductively, for r = 1,. . . , k, 
fi&l) :=YI, 
cj3E Ir.... CP) := (fl” I...., . . . . Sr_,)) ??r for r E {2,..., k}. 
flEl,...,Ek) is called the (er,. . . , +)-tableau ojS: 
Given a permutation E in q, we say that X is an .s-tableau of 7 if there 
is a sequence Ei, . . . , .ck of transpositions of successive numbers in (1,. . . , t) 
satisfying E = Ei *** +, such that Xis the (.sr, . . . , Q)-tableau of 9: 
Certainly, al1 the E-tableaux of 9 have the same type 
64 (m,(r), . . . , me(,) 1; c). However, when t > 2, an .s-tableau of 9 may 
depend on the decomposition of E in transpositions of successive numbers, 
i.e., if E = is1 me* Ek = ,s; . . . Ek we may have fl%....&k) + fl”;.....Ek). Por 
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instance, if we consider Y= (0, (1, 11, (2,2, 11, (2, 2, 1, 1)) and op = 
(12X23x12) = (23x12)(23), we have fi (12),(23),(12)) = (0, (l), (14), (22, 12)) and 
fl(23),(12),(23)) = (0, (11, (2, 121, (22, 12)). 
With the definition of &-tableau, by Theorem 2.21, we arrive at 
THEOREM 2.23. Let E be any permutation of Yt. The number of 
tableaux oftype Ca, Cm,, . . . , VL,); cl and (a, (mEC1), . . . , m,(,)); c> is the same. 
Proof. Let ei,. . ., q be transpositions of successive numbers such that 
& = Ei ... Ek, and consider the function I)(ZQ = sC”l,...’ ‘k) defined on the 
set of tableaux of type Ca, Cm,, . . . , TL,); c>. Then, by Proposition 2.20, IJ is a 
bijection between the set of tableaux of type (a, (ml,. . . , m,); c> and the set 
of tableaux of type Ca, Cm,(,), . . . , mEc,) ; c). This completes the proof. ??
When there is only one &-tableau of x we may write without ambiguity 
.F. This is the case when 6 E ý2 or .Y is of type (0, b; b), with b a partition. 
3. (n - 1lTH COMPOUND MATRICES AND DUAL PARTITIONS 
Let 9p be a local principal ideal domain with maximal ideal ( p). 
In this paper al1 the matrices are over Sr,. The invariant factors of a 
matrix [lol, say <yi = pul, are ordered so that a, > a2 2 .*. . 
Let A be an n X n nonsingular Zr,-matrix. By the Smith normal form 
theorem [lO] there are nonnegative integers a,, . . . , a, such that a, > a2 > 
*** > a, and A is equivalent to 
diag( ~“1, p”“, . . . , p”n). 
Thus, the sequence a = (a,, . . . , a,) of exponents in the Smith normal form 
of A is a partition of 9,. We cal1 this partition the invariant partition of A. 
More generally, if we are given a sequence of nonnegative integers ei, . . . , e,, 
the following notation for p-powered diagonal matrices is used: 
diag,(e,,..., e,) := diag( pel,. . ., pen). 
Given a permutation E E -F”, we denote by P, the permutation matrix whose 
(i, j) entry is SiEcjj. Let A be an n X n nonsingular matrix over Sr,, and 
C,_ JA) the (n - l)th compound matrix of A [3,5]. Then we define 
A-:= EP,,,C,_,( A)P,,E, 
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where E = diag(1, - 1,. . . , (- l>“+ ‘) is an n x n unimodular matrix such 
that E2 = Z. 
The matrix A - is therefore the matrix of cofactors of A, i.e., A- = 
(adj AjT, where adj A means the adjugate of A, and AT means the transpose 
of A; also, A-= IAKA-‘)r, where IA1 is the determinant of A, and A-’ is 
defined over the field of fractions of .9,,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1, Let A, B be n X n nonsingular matrices over 9fp. 
Then B = A- iff ABT = BTA = ]A]Z. 
Proof. It is a simple consequente of the deflnition of A -. ??
The following proposition is a consequente of the definition of A- and 
the properties of a compound matrix. See, for example, [3] and [5]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B be n X n nonsingular matrices over -yIpp, and 
U an n X n 9,,-unimodular matrix. Then: 
Ca> A(A-)T = (A-)TA = IAIZ. 
(b) IA-1 = JAIn-! 
(c) (AZW= A-B-. 
(d) (cuA)-= CY”-~A- firaZ2 (Y ~9’ . 
(e) U- is unimodular and (U-)-’ =f (U-‘)-. 
(f) (AT)-= (A-)T. 
(g) P- = f P, where P is any permutation matrix. 
(h) (A-)-= IAI”-~A. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let a = (a,, . . . , a,) •9~ and A = diag,(a). Then: 
(a) A-= p’“l-“l diag,((a-)J. 
(b) IA-1 = p(“-l)iaI_ 
(c) A-A = AA-= p’“‘Z. 
(d) (A-)- = p’“-2”“1A_ 
Proof Ca): By definition A-= C,_ i(A) = diag,(lal - ai,. . . , lal - a,) 
= pt”l-“l diag ((a-1, ). 
(b), cc), anPd (d) f fl o ow readily from Proposition 3.2 with A = A. ??
Given an n X n nonsingular matrix A over ‘y’yp, we denote by S( A) the 
Smith normal form of A. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A and B be n X n nonsingular matrices over Sp, 
with n > 1. Then: 
(a) A is equivalent to B iff A - is equivalent to B -. 
(b) S(A-) = P,@(A))-PO,. 
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(c) a E 9’” is the invariant partition of A ifi a,,, is the invariant partition 
of A-. 
Proof. (a): If A = UBV f or some unimodular matrices IJ and V, then 
by Proposition 3.2(c) we have A- = U- B-V-. Again, by Proposition 3.2(e) 
we conclude that A- is equivalent to B-. 
If A- = UB-V for some unimodular matrices IJ and V, it follows from 
Proposition 3.2(c) and (h) that 
1 A[“-~A = U-IBI”-2BV-. (3.1) 
Assume that a, b E 9,, are the invariant partitions of A and B respectively. 
Then, by (3.1) 
(Kn - Wil”) + a = ([(n - 2)lbl]“) + b. 
This means that a = b and lal = [bl. Hence, a = b and A is equivalent to B. 
(b): Let a be the invariant partition of A. Then S(A) = Pop diagr(a) Pop 
is the Smith normal form of A, and A = US( A)V for some unimodular 
matrices IJ and V. Then we have A- = U- diagp(a,B,) V-. Therefore, S( A-) 
= P,,(S( A))-P, . 
(c): The “on y if’ part follows from (b). To prove the “if’ part suppose P 
that b E 9,, is the invariant partition of A. Then, by (b), bi, is the invariant 
partition of A- and b;, = al;,. Hence, from Properties 2.6, we have a = b. 
??
4. MATRIX REALIZATIONS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 7= (a’, al,. . . , a”) be a Young tableau of type 
(a, (mi,. . . , VL,); c). Let A,, B,, . . . , B, be n X n matrices over 9r. 
(1) We say that the sequence of matrices A,, B,, . . . , B, is a matrix 
realization of 7(or realizes s) if 
(a) for each r E (1,. . . , t}, the matrix B, has invariant partition 
(l”r, Onpn’r), and 
(b) for each r E (0, 1, . . . , t}, the matrix A, B, ... B, has invariant parti- 
tion ar. 
(11) If 9-= (0, b’, . . . > b’) is a Young tableau of type (0, (m,, . . . , m,); bl, 
we say that the sequence A,, B,, . . , , B, is an 9%utrix realization of 9(or 
5%ealizes s> if (1) is satisfied and if Z, B,, . . . , B, is a matrix realization of K 
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Sometimes we say, for short, that Bi,. . . , B, is a matrix realization instead 
of z, Bi,. . . , B,. 
Suppose we are given a sequence of matrices A,, Bi,. . . , B, that is an 
Srmatrix realization of 9; There are in general many sequences of matrices 
B;, . . . , Bi that are matrix reahzations of 9 satisfjkg B, *** B, = Bi *** Bi. 
A pleasant result is that A,, Bi, . . . , BE is also a matrix realization of Ywhen 
F= (0, (PI, (l”l> + (PI,. . . > (l”l> + *** +(l”t)>. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let .F be a tableau of type (0, Cm,, . . . , m,); c), and 
A,, B,, . . . > B, un 9katrix reukzution of z where FT= (0, (l”~), (1”‘~) + 
(P), . . . > (l”l> + -9. +(l”t)). Moreover msume we ure @ven u sequence of 
matrices Bi, . . . , Bi thut is u matrix reulizution of Fund sutisfies B, **. B, = 
Bi *** BE. Then A,, Bi,. . . , Bi is un Snutrix reulizution of the sume tub- 
leuu 9I 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [2]. Though that theorem is 
stated in the case mi > *** 3 m,, it can be generalized to any ordering of 
the mi’s. We point out that only one tableau of type (0, (mi, . . . , m,); (l”l> 
+ *** +(l”l)) exists and that (l”l) + *** +(l”l) = ,yF: + ... +,yF:, with F,! 
c (1,. . . , n} and #F,! = m, for r = 1, . . . , t, only if F,! = (1,. . . , m,} for 
r=l i-**> t. ??
REMARK 4.3. The result of Theorem 4.2 is not true, in general, for other 
tableaux. The following example shows this. 
Let A = diagP(3, 2, O), B, = diag (1, l,O), B, = diag,(l, 0, 11, B, = 
dag (0, Lol; and let Bi = B,, Bb = bag (0, 1, l), and BL = diag,(l, 0,O). 
We cave B, B, B, = Bi Bi Bh = diag (2,2, i), and B,, B,, B, and Bi, Bi, BL 
are matrix realizations of 9 2 (0, (1’); (2, 1”); (22, 1)). However, 
A B B B m atrix realization of .7= 
((i, 2,0):(4,3,\); CS,\, Ii& 4: Ij), and A,, Bi, B&, Bh is a matrix realization 
of Y = ((3,2,0); (4,3,0); (4,4,1); (5,4, l)), with Yf 9’. 
In the remainder of the paper we deal with Fmatrix realizations such 
that .F is of type (0, (mi,. . . , m,>;(lml + *-* +(lmf)) and (mi,. . . , m,) is a 
monotonic sequence. Special notation wil1 be used for these tableaux. If 
mi > *** > m,, we denote 9 by 9. So zPP denotes 5” when mi < --* Q 
mt* 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 7 be u tableau of type (a, (m,, . . . , m,); c) where 
Cm l,“‘, m,> is u monotonic sequence. Then: 
(1) 9 bus u S’-matrix realization ifl7 is un LR sequence. 
(11) .F bus u SP-matrix realizution iflfs is an LR,, tableau. 
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Part (1) of the theorem is the matrix theoretical interpretation of the 
Green-Klein problem solved in the module theory setting [4, 61. The problem 
of the S’-matrix realization is solved in [l] and [2], where an algorithm is 
presented to construct such a realization. 
Part (11) of the theorem, whose proof wil1 be given here, is based on dual 
tableaux. An algorithm is presented to construct the 9°p-matrix realization. 
Before proving part (II), we show a strong relation between the matrix 
realizations of 7 and 9-. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 7 be a tableau of type (a, Cm,, . . . , m,); c), c ??9,,, in 
the canonical forrn. Assume we are @ven a sequence A,, B,, . . . , B, of n X n 
nonsingular matrices over 9p. The sequence A, , B,, . . . , B, is a matrix 
realization of 7 ij- p”C-, BT, . . . , BT is a matrix realization of 7, where 
C = A,B, ... B, and (Y = Z(Z) - 1~1. 
Proof. “Only if’ part: Let Y= (a’, al, . . . , at), and suppose 
A,, B,, . . . > B, is a matrix realization of 9: Then, for r = 0, 1, . . . , t, 
C-B,T . . . BT 
r+l 
= pT+ - +“b+l( A,B, . . . B,)-. 
Thus the invariant partition of C-BF *** Br+, is Ca’& = (ar&,, + (Cm, 
+ *** +m,+, )“) for r = 0, 1, . . . , t. 
This means that the sequence C-, Bt, . . . , BT is a matrix realization of 
9;cl. But C- has invariant partition ci, = c-+([lcl - Z(C)]“). Then p*C- is 
a matrix over sE’~, and consequently p”C-, Br, . . . , Br is a matrix realization 
of 7. 
“If’ part: Let C = A,B, *** B, and (Y = Z(E) - 1~1, and suppose that 
p”C-, B;, . . . , BF is a matrix realization of Y-. Let Q := p”C-BT .** Br, 
with invariant partition q, and let B := Z(q) - 141. Then by symmetry of the 
dual operation on tableaux we conclude that p @Q-, B,, . . . , B, is a matrix 
realization of (S-)- and S; since 7 is in the canonical form. 
We have only to show that p PQ- = A,. Doing some calculations, we 
obtain 
Q-=P (n-l)a C-BT . . . ( t Bf’) 
= (n-l)a 
P (P 
“L, + - +,,,A;) - 
= (n-l)a (n-1)(711,+ - +nl,) P P P 
(n-z)lOolAo. (4.1) 
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On the other hand, as Q = pap”‘+ -+“‘tAö, we have q = (cz”> + (Cm, 
+ .** +m,)“) + <CZ”&,. Thus Z(G) = <Y + m, + *.. +m, + lao1 and lql = 
na+n(m, + *** +m,> + (n - l)la”I. Therefore, 
Z(i) - 141 = -(n - l)(Y - (fr - l)(m, + *** +m,) - (n - 2)la01. 
(4.2) 
Hence, by (4.1) and (4.2), we have p PQ- = A,. ??
REMARK 4.6. Let 9 be a tableau of type (O,(m,, . . . , m,>; bl. We 
observe that if Bi,. . . , B, and Bi,. . . , B’, are two matrix realizations of S; it 
is not true, in general, that BT, . . . , BT and BIT,. . . , BiT reahze the same 
op-tableau of K We cannot guarantee, either, that two .Fmatrix realizations 
of 7 wil1 lead to the same Zmatrix realization of F-, where X is an 
op-tableau of 9; We exhibit an example: 
Consider D, = diagp(l, 1, 1, O), D, = diagp(O, 1, 0, l), D, = 
diag,(O, 0, 1, l), and Di = D,, DL = diagr(0, l,O, l), 03 = diag,(l, 0, 1,O). 
The sequences of matrices D,, D,, D, and Di, DL, DL realize the tableau 
F= (0, (1, 1, 1,O); (2,1,1,1); (2,221)). H owever, the sequence of matrices 
D,, D,, D, realizes Pi = (0, (1, 1, 0, 0); (2,1,1,0); (2,2,2, l)), and the se- 
quence Di, DL, Di realizes ZZ = (0, ((1, 1, 0, 0); (1, 1, 1,l); (2,2,2, l)), where 
Ei #Z2. 
We know from Theorem 2.23 that the number of tableaux of type 
(0, (m,, . . . 1 m,); b) is equal to the number of tableaux of type 
(0, cm,, . . . > mi); b). So when only one tableau Fof type (0, (mi,. . . , m,); b) 
exists, BT, . . . , Br and BiT,. . . , BiT are matrix realizations of F’P iff 
B l,. . . , B, and Bi,. . . , Bi are matrix reahzations of K 
THEOREM 4.7. Let 9 be u tableau of type Ca, Cm,, . . . , m,); c> c E P,,. 
in the canonicul farm, und b E 9,, such thut there is only one tableau 9 of 
type (0, (ml,. . . , m,); b). Then F bus un 9kutrix reulizution $7 bus un 
FP-matrix reulization. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 and our assumptions on x the sequence 
A,, B,, . . . , B, is an smatrix reahzation of 7 iff p”( A, B, *** 
B,)-, Bf, . . . > BT is an F’P-matrix realization of 9-, where (Y = Z(c’) - [cl. 
??
Proof of part (ZZ) of Th eorem 4.4. Without loss of generahty assume 9 in 
the canonical form. By Theorem 4.7, 7 has a &P’P-matrix reahzation iff Y- 
has a 9-matrix reahzation. On the other hand, by part (11, 9- has a 
9’-matrix reahzation iff 9- is an LR tableau. So, by Theorem 2.15,Y is an 
LR, tableau. ??
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We consider now the following problem: given a tableau .Y of type 
(a, b,;c), c tg”, satisfying the opposite Littlewood-Richardson rule, con- 
struct a .PP-matrix realization of 9; 
To solve this problem we may proceed in the following way: if F is an 
LR, tableau, then Y- is an LR tableau of type (c-, b; 91, where 9 = ü 
+(1!(E) - Z(ú)]“). So let A’,,, Bi, . . . , B, be a s-matrix realization of Y- 
generated by the algorithm presented in 121. Consider d > 0 such that 
(d”) + (ü- = a, and define A, := P”+~(A~B, *** B,)-, where (Y = Z(9) 
- 191. 
Since 9 is the only tableau of type (0, b; 61, we know that Bf, . . . , BT is 
a matrix realization of sop. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, A,, BF, . . . , BF is a 
9°F’-matrix realization of S; as desired. 
Computationally this procedure for the construction of a matrix realiza- 
tion of 7 is not a direct one; namely, the construction of the matrix A, is 
involved. 
The next algorithm [l] provides a straight way of constructing a sequence 
of matrices A,, B,, . . . , B, which .%?“P-realizes Ywithout going through Y-. 
For this we need some additional notation. 
Let J, F c (1,. . . > n} such that #] = #F. We define 
where J \ F = {v,, . . . , or}, o1 > *** > vr, and F \J = {u,, . . . , ur}, u1 > 
*-’ > u,. 
LetuEP”suchthatu=(a;L,...,u~),whereu,> *** >u,,ri>Ofor 
i = l,..., k, and ri + **. +rk = n. Let r0 := 0 and Pi := {r,, + *** +r,_ 1 + 
1 > . . . 1 rl + ... +rJ for i = 1, . . . , k. We define the subgroup of Yn 
Si := (a ??9” : CT(P,) = Pi, 1 Q i < k}. 
Obviously, if u is a constant partition Pn(u) = Yn and if b E P,, is such 
that b = u, then Y”(u) =Yn(b). Moreover, if c = (CS], . . . , c?) ~9” with 
Cl > *** > cq, si > 0 for i = 1,. . . ,9, and s1 + 0.. +sq = n, is such that 
(r,, rl + r2,. . . , rl + ... +rk) c Is,, s1 + s2,. . . , s1 + ... +s,}, then Y”(c) 
is a subgroup of Y”(u). 
ALGORITHM 4.8. 
(UO, ui, . . . > 
Suppose we are given an LR, tableau .Y = 
u”) of type (u, (mi,. . . , m,); c), where c has length < n, with 
indexing sets ]i, . . . , Jt. We let F,. = (1, . . . , m,} for r = 1, . . . , t. Our algo- 
rithm is presented as a four-step definition: 
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step 1. Let F,, and Jo be empty sets, m, = 0, and u0 the identity 
permutation. For r = 1, . . . , t, defìne inductively 
Er:= {m,- m,_ 1 greatest elements of Ir \Jt-_ J , 
L, :=Jr-l u L’,, 
‘, := ‘L’:,F,\F,_,~ 
Step 2. For r = 1, . . . . t, let S, := (si) be the n x n matrices given by 
s,; = 1 if qlvJi) E L,\J,, q(j) = q-l%(i), 
0 otherwise. 
Step 3. Let S, := 0. For r = 1,. . . , t, define the n X n matrices 
ur := (1 - pS,TJP,~Z + S,) 
and 
D, := diag,( (l”r, On-*~)). 
Step 4. Let A, := diagp(aO), and define inductively 
A, := A,_,B,, 
where B, := UVD,.. 
THEOREM 4.9. The sequence A,, B,, . . . , B, generated by Algorithm 4.8 
is a 3W’-matrix realization of S; where F,, . . . , F, are the indexing sets of 
9”P. 
The proof of this theorem needs some additional lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4.10. For each r E (1,. . . , t}, the sets L,, L’L and the permuta- 
tions u, and vV given by step 1 of Algorithm 4.8 satisfy : 
(a) Ei = L’, = Jr, 8, = id, and c1 = vl = hll, F,. 
(b) L’, n Ir- 1 = 0. 
(cl L, 2 Jr. 
(d) Cr n FT-, = 0, v,(F,_,) = F,_,, a,_,v,.(F,.) = L,, and a,(F,.) =Jr. 
(e) v,. Op” for 0 < s < r, where ws is the conjugate of Cm,>. 
Proof. Ca), (b), and (c) are obvious. 
(d): The proof is by induction on T. For r = 1 recall that F, = 0, 
UCl = id, and ur = v1 = h,,,F,. 
Let r > 1, and suppose the validity of the equalities for T- - 1. Then 
a;_ ,(Zi n F,_,) = L’, fa Jr_ 1 = 0, or equivalently L!: n F,_, = 0. So by 
definition v,.( F,_ 1) = F,_ 1. Since F,_, c F,., we may write a;_,v,(F,) = 
c~- Iv,((F, \ F,- 1> U F,_,) = L’, U Jr-1 = L,. Finally, gr(F,) = 
QT_~,(F,.) = B,(L,) =J,.. 
(e) is a consequente of F, c F,. and Ek n F, = 0 for 0 < s < r. ??
We let ‘Z!T be the group defined by al1 n X n matrices of the form 
D + pX, where D is an unimodular diagonal matrix and X is any 9PP-matrix. 
DEFINITION 4.11. Given a subset F of (1,. . . , n}, we let .MP(F) be the 
set of n X n 9 -matrices of the form D + pX such that D = 
diag(d,, . . . , d,) an8 X = (rij) satisfy the conditions 
(1) di = p if i E F, and di = 1 if i 4 F; 
(2) xij # 0 only if i E F and j G F. 
LEMMA 4.12. Assume we are given M E&$(F) and U E 2”. Then 
there exists M’ E+,< F) and U’ E ‘22’: such that UM = M’U’. 
Proof. See Lemma 5.2 in [2]. ??
LEMMA 4.13. Let F,, . . . , F, be a sequence of subsets of { 1, . . . , n] such 
that Ft, 1 Fi, 2 *** 2 Fi,, with {i,, . . . , it} = (1,. . . , t}. For each r E 
(1, * * *, t}, we are given an unimodular matrix U, E SY~, M, = D, + X, E 
+,(F,.), where 0,. is a diagonai matrix and X, bas zeros along the main 
diagonal, and a permutation v,. ~9~ such that v,(F,> = F, for 0 < s < r. 
Then : 
(a) M,M, *** M, is left equivalent to D, D, ** * D,. 
(b) The invariant partition of P,,U, M, P,,U, M, ... PV,U, M, is the conju- 
gate of (#hl, . . . , #F,,). 
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Proof. Ca): Let fr := #F,, and o, E Yn be any permutation such that 
F, = {w,(l), . . . > wr<f,.)}. Then PzrDrPwr and PWTM, P,, have, respectively, 
the following black decomposition form: 
and 
where the black pZ has dimension f,. X fr. Thus we may assume without loss 
of generality that F, = (1,. . . , f,.} for r = 1,. . . , t, and so 0,. and M, have 
the form above for r = 1,. . . , t. 
By induction on t, we assume that M, M, *-* M,_l is left equivalent to 
D,D, *.* D,_l (for t = 1 recall that the product of an empty set of matrices 
is the identity). Let US partition D,D, ... D,_l as A @ R, where A and R 
are diagonal matrices of orders ft and IZ - ft respectively. Then M, M, ... M, 




Since the exponents of the diagonal elements of A CD K! form a partition 
equal to the conjugate of <#FJ,, . . . , #%,_l>, where #F. > **- > #ql_ and 
(j 1,..*,j,_,) = 0 ,...> t - l), any diagonal element o /’ R divides any diago- 
nal element of A. Therefore some elementary transformations on the left of 
(4.3) wil1 reduce (4.3) to the diagonal A @ R which equals D, *** D,. This 
proves Ca). 
(b): By induction assume that there exist M: E+,( F,), for r = 1,. . . , t 
- 1, and U’ E ??/z such that P,,,U,M, ... Pv,m,U+,M,_, = P,,, ... Pvtm,M; 
-** Mi_ ,U’. By our assumptions on the permutation vt we may write 
p U,M, 0.. P& M, = P,, 1.. P,,_IPvIM; *** Mi_,U”U, M, for some U” E 
P$. Then, by Lemma 4.12, we may find Mi EAU and U E SY: such that 
P,,U, MI ... P,,U, M, = P,,, -.. P,<M; *** Mi_, MIU. Then (b) follows easily 
from (a). ??
LEMMA 4.14. For each r E (0, 1, . . . , t} the matrix A, given in step 4 of 
Algorithm 4.8 is lej% equivalent to 
(4.4) 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on r. For r = 0 we recall that o,, := id 
and S, := 0, and in this case there is nothing to prove. So let US fur r in 
11,. . . ) t). 
We simplify our notation to avoid cumbersome subindexations, denoting 
Cr r- l> v,., and e,. by o, v, and e respectively. 
Then, by induction, A, is left equivalent to diag,(a’- ‘1 P,(Z + 
pSr_ , )U,. 0,. Therefore, by the definition of U, in step 3, A, is left equivalent 
to 
%p(a ‘-1) P,,( z + S,)zl,. (4.5) 
By Lemma 4.10, since Ir_ i >,,r Jr implies L, > Jr, it follows that av(F,.) 2 
J,.. Thus, by th e d f t’ e mi ion of the matrix S, = (sb) in step 2, it follows that if 
.sG = 1 then av(i) z crv(j) and consequently a&ij < CZ&‘.>. Therefore, it is 
easily seen that the matrix diag,(a’- ‘) P,,(Z - ST) is eft equivalent to J 
diagp(ur- ‘> P,,. 
Therefore, by (4.5), A, is also left equivalent to 
diag,(u’- ‘) P,,( Z - SF)( Z + S,)( Z - ST)Dr( Z + JUS:). (4.6) 
Assume that 8 = (ulol) .*. (ukuk), and define CK := (USUS> **. (ukvL> ~9” 
such that &rv($> = uj and &rv(uJ) = uj for j = 1,. . . , k. It is clear that 
uva = euv = + (4.7) 
On the other hand, 
z(z - ST)(Z + S,)(Z - sg = P,, (4.8) 
where Z := diagp(zl, . . . , z,) is such that zi = - 1 if av(i) E Jr \ L,, and 
zi = 1 otherwise. Therefore, from (4.7) and (4.8) we obtain 
%,(a r-1) P,,( z - ST)( z + S,)( z - Sr’)Q( z + ps,T) 
= diag,(u r- 1) P&.( z + psg . (4.9) 
Hence, (4.4) follows from (4.6), (4.9), and a,(F,.) = Jr. This completes the 
proof. W 
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Proof of Theorem 4.9. It was shown in Lemma 4.14 that A,, Bi,. . . , B, 
is a matrix realization of K So it remains to show that Bi, . . . , B, is a matrix 
realization of 2PP. 
For each r in (1,. . . , t}, let V,. := P,(Z - pS,_,)TP,r and M, := D, + S,. 
Then B, = P,,V,.M, for r = l,...,t. 
Note that by definition of S,, sb = 1 only if rr_ ,v,.(i) E L,\J, and 
a;_ ,v,.(j) E J,. \ L,. Then Lemma 4.10(d) implies that i E F,. and j P F,.. So 
(Z, + S,)D,. = D, + S, and M, E.H~(F~) for each r = 1,. . . , t. 
It is obvious that Z - pST_ 1 E %:, and consequently Pv,(Z - pSF_ ,)Pv, 
is als0 in 2Yz . 
As F, 2 *** zF, for each r in {l,..., t}, it follows from Lemma 4.13 
that (I’r’1>0”-“‘1) + . . . +(l”‘r, 0”-“‘r) is the invariant partition of B, *** B,. 
Therefore, Bi, . . . , B, is a matrix realization of .G@“P. ??
Z would like to thank Professor E. Marques de Sá for crucial suggestions 
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